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Wisdom Keys for Unlocking Your Creative Potential was
birthed out of my journey and quest for wisdom. In the
process, I gained knowledge and understanding and was
unleashed into my creative potential. This book provides
valuable keys for unlocking your unlimited creative potential.
My aim in this book is to help individuals realize and
understand the depth of their creative abilities and to use the
multifaceted wisdom keys espoused in this book to unlock
their creative potential. Creativity has no doubt become an
evasive concept for many. Many people value it, many want it
but few ever get to expressing it. Why is it so? The goal of
this book is to introduce you to the invaluable nuggets gained
from discovering that creativity is not an additional project you
add to your already full to do list but springs out of the
essence of who you really are. Wisdom is the ability to
discern, accept and to work in your creative abilities. In other
words, wisdom is simply knowing what to do, when to do it,
where to do it and with whom to do it with. This book also
reflects the countless hours spent seeking wisdom steps or
keys on the subject matter of creativity. Using wisdom as a
guide and tool in understand and releasing your creative
potential is crucial. I point out in this book, that wisdom is an
essential part of the quantum or spiritual level of creativity.
Therefore in this wisdom keys and creativity series, I will
attempt to begin a dialogue on the role of wisdom in creativity
to lay the foundation for continued discourse on the topic. The
keys espoused in this book are the same and can be applied
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because there are universal undeniable principles that govern
every human being. The wisdom keys espoused in this book
are universal for all who will dare to use then appropriately. A
farmer in Australia applying these keys correctly will have the
same result as a billionaire in Wall Street. My desire is that as
you read this book you will be birthed into an awareness
about your creative potential and that your heart will be
opened up for a download, an outpouring of this
understanding. You may also need to create what I call a
consistent "creative environment" and avoid creative cramps
by doing some strategic things in your quest to release your
creative potential.
From modest beginnings, Elizabeth Clare Prophet rose to
become one of the world's most compelling, charismatic and
controversial spiritual leaders. Her life and accomoplishments
have been chronicled by others. But never, until now, has
there been a firsthand account. In this book, Elizabeth Clare
Prophet tells the story of the search for her life's mission
during her first twenty-two years. It provides an unflinching
view of the struggles and triumphs that helped define her life.
This memoir is a glimpse into the life and character of an
extraordinary figure in new Age spirituality. It offers an
intimate look into what it means to be a mystic in today's
world.
Does your life have a purpose? Is there a Divine Plan for
you? Do you have free will? Can you really co-create the life
you want?Learn how to use the keys to unblock your Inner
Wisdom. Receive guidance to create your hearts desire.
Imagine alighting your magnetic energy with that of your
future soulmate, or with financial abundance, joy, peace, or
psychic abilities.Explore and understand how your life is
choreographed to match your magnetic vibration. You are
always creating, either consciously
or unconsciously. Are you
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attracting
the life
you want as you balance your

karma?Increase your intuition and connect with you Inner
spirit. Access your Divine Abundance - and begin to create
"miracles."
Profiling 12 ascension keys that will facilitate an opening
within the spiritual travelers’ energy matrix, this book provides
essential tools that can serve as touchstones for
contemporary living. The Angels of Atlantis initially reveal
their hearts as Sigils, ancient mystical symbols that magically
awaken the eternal verities of life and inspire powerful healing
and heart intelligence to occur. The book shows how the
angels’ heart Sigils link with ascension keys discovered in
Tutankhamun’s tomb, which also appear as hieroglyphs on
the walls of the great Temple of Karnak in Luxor. In total, the
12 keys provide the tools to open the door to heaven, to bring
forth the quintessential power of the Angelic communion, and
to help navigate a way toward ascension. By learning of
these keys and living in alignment with these forces, readers
will become the powerful beings they are destined to be.
Demonstrates that consciousness is the key to life, and that
nothing is impossible, not even the manifestation of unlimited
wealth and financial independence--also includes The 40-Day
Prosperity Plan on CD, which will expand your consciousness
and help you create a more abundant life. Original.
Discover your spirit animal and learn to communicate with the
spiritual world by unlocking the psychic tools within you. Spirit
animals provide guidance and wisdom, and can help you to
lead a happier and more fulfilling life. We all have one or
more spirit guides - the key is to learn how to communicate
with them. From meditation techniques to keeping a dream
journal, The Key to Spirit Animals reveals different systems of
communication and helps you choose the one that works best
for you. Perfect for both beginner and intermediate readers, it
provides an overview of all
the common spirit animals, what
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and what your particular spirit animal tells you
about yourself. Also included are interactive lessons and
exercises that will help you discover and understand your
personal guide.
Spiritual solutions for natural disasters Global warming.
Tsunamis. Earthquakes. Raging fires. Is Mother Nature Mad?
answers the age-old questions: Are natural disasters Godmade or man-made? Is extreme weather a cyclic activity?
What if anything has man done to bring disasters upon the
earth? This book provides practical spiritual tools to help
restore harmony to the environment and to mitigate extreme
weather conditions. Complete with real-life stories.
Keys to Abundance
And New Dimensions of Being
Wisdom Keys for Releasing Your Creative Potential
My Life with Mark Prophet
The Practitioner's Encyclopedia of Flower Remedies
The Key to Spirit Animals
Using the Power of Intuition to Create Financial and Spiritual
Abundance
Recovering the Pearl of Your True Identity
The Art of Practical Spirituality
How to Work with Nature Spirits to Mitigate Natural Disasters
The Journal for Holistic Living
Creative Abundance
Includes Dramatic Prophecies from Nostradamus, Edgar
Cayce and Mother Mary

Creative AbundanceKeys to Spiritual and Material
Prosperity
Healers and alchemists have used the healing
power of violet light's high frequency spiritual
energy to bring about energetic balance and
spiritual transformation. This book shows you how
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the practical
techniques to create balance,
harmony and positive change.--From back cover.
"No spiritual journey is complete without a road
map and an expert guide. Book 3 in the Sacred
Adventure series provides just that—detailed advice
from the ascended masters for anyone who would
like to follow in their footsteps and reach the
pinnacle of self-mastery on one of the seven rays, or
paths, of the divine consciousness. You will learn
what is important to the ascended masters and how
to work with these mentors of the spirit in chapters
on the science of wholeness, the light of the divine
mother, the creative power of music, the power of
love in action, the joy of divine purity, the mysteries
of elemental life (nature spirits), the gift of divine
freedom, and the path of personal Christhood."
Maths Quest HSC Mathematics General 2 provides
new opportunities to engage future generations of
students in the exciting and challenging world of
Mathematics through a wide range of targeted print
and digital resources developed specifically to meet
the requirements and aspirations of the NSW HSC
Mathematics syllabus. The components of this value
pack include: Maths Quest HSC Mathematics
General 2 & eBookPLUS + studyON HSC
Mathematics General 2 & Booklet
This work unravels the great mysteries of the Bible
and ancient civilization. In introducing her
disclosures Christine Preston reveals the meaning
of Trees in Scripture as being in connection with
Initiation in the Old World. The latter being the
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Atlantis
of Plato,
she reveals original "sin" as a
misuse of power by Atlanteans influenced by "Wise
Serpents," who opposed spiritual evolution. She
discusses divine-human intermarriages and
provides a solution for the fact that the Watchers
parallel to the Sons of God of Genesis are depicted
as evil, by disclosing a secondary scenario in Enoch
that is illustrated by the Ancient Book of Jika.
Elizabeth Clare Prophet teaches that the Kingdom of
God is not, in fact, a place, but rather a state of
consciousness. This insightful little book reveals
practical steps that each of us can take to reach new
dimensions of being, God consciousness, cosmic
awareness. So what are you waiting for?
How to Master Abundance And Prosperity...The
Ancient Spiritual Keys to Success is also called The
Master Key System Unveiled and The Science of
Getting Rich Decoded. This book is the key to
understanding the philosophy of Charles Haanel
and Wattles Wattles. This book is broken into 29
modules of study with a Bonus Section and
Glossary. For anyone interested in quickly
understanding the advanced dynamics of the Mind
Sciences and New Thought, this is the advanced
treatise. From test marketing the book, we have
found that multi millionaires down to college
students have been greatly inspired by this easy to
read presentation of steps, modules and exercises
to have a richer and fuller life.
Spiritual Wealth Management
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How
to Master
Abundance And Prosperity...the
Ancient Spiritual Keys to Success
How to Bring More Passion, Creativity, and Balance
into Everyday Life
Angels and the Keys to Paradise
Keys to Unlock Your Inner Wisdom
The Master Key System Decoded & the Science of
Getting Rich Unveiled
In My Own Words
Memories of Mark
The Definitive Guide to All Flower Essences, their
Making and Uses
Keys to Spiritual and Material Prosperity
New Age
Documentary Evidence of Jesus' 17-year Journey to
the East

"Sensible step-by-step techniques--including treasure
mapping, principles of feng shui, meditations,
visualizations and affirmations--show how to live a full
and prosperous life." --Bodhi Tree Book Review
Abundance is more than money. It is love and wisdom,
talents and virtues, money and material goods--whatever
we need to fulfill our life's purpose. With simple wisdom
and spiritual realism, Creative Abundance takes a look at
the practical dimensions of abundance. It explores new
ways of overcoming hidden blocks to prosperity, new
ways of evoking the visionary powers of your imagination,
and new ways of catching your dreams and launching
them into reality.
"Prosperity is not only money in your pocket, in the bank,
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in your stock portfolio or under your mattress. True
prosperity is the sense of abundance, the sense that you
have the right to live an abundant life. It is health, wealth,
happiness, joy, peace, faith, hope, wisdom, being in tune
with the flow of the universe and able to accept the
abundance of God. This comprehensive guide explores
spiritual and practical keys to prosperity. You will learn
about the importance of gratitude, faith and
nonattachment, how to work with blocks to abundance
such as fear, anxiety and procrastination, and how to
cultivate a consciousness of abundance. You will also
learn how to use visualization and imagery, how to create
“treasure maps” to help focus and give birth to your
highest dreams, and how to effectively use meditations,
affirmations and mantras to create and sustain the
abundance that is your birthright. "
Its sensible step-by-step techniques-including treasure
mapping, principles of feng shui, meditations,
visualizations and affirmations-show how to live a full
and prosperous life. --Bodhi Tree Book Review
Each of us has felt the energy shift as the planet
transitions into the fifth dimension. We have felt time
speed up and felt energies that are at times so chaotic and
unpredictable that we have been thrown off our usual
course. Some of us have been rocked to our very core. We
are asking ourselves “what is this and why is this
happening?” We each have chosen to come to earth
during this time of great transition. We are all here
sharing our lives with each other, helping Mother Earth
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move into the Golden Age, the spiritual Age of Aquarius.
This transition will complete on the date that the Mayan
civilization predicted some 26,000 years ago, December
21st, 2012. There is much work to be done as we realize
the need for the shift that must occur in our personal lives
so that we can be in sync with the new fifth dimensional
energy on this planet. As our world resets itself, so too
must we reset ourselves. What this means to each of us is
that it is time to understand the meaning of how to live
more fully in the fifth dimension. Each of us must identify
where we currently stand and where we need to go in
order to experience the wonderment of fifth dimensional
living. Why? Many of us may be existing as a two or a
three dimensional person. The energies that sustain those
dimensions no longer exist on this planet. So, the old ways
of thinking or operating that produced success at one time
no longer exist. It is now necessary for us, if we are to
exist in harmony with our planet, to transition as well. If
we choose not to transition, then frustration and anger
will become paramount in our lives. The choice is up to
us. To live in the fifth dimension is not only to experience
the energy of magic and miracles but to learn that we can
create all the perfection we desire in our lives by simply
shifting our thinking into fifth dimensional thinking. We
are able to see the perfection where formerly we saw the
illusion of imperfection. This new vantage point allows us
to become the center of our own reality and easily
navigate through difficult individuals and challenging
events while maintaining a state of balance and harmony.
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We are then able to turn possibilities into probabilities
and probabilities into actualities! This journey begins
with describing and identifying all of the unseen, but
certainly not unfelt, influences in our lives that have been
given to each of us to help us live our life on earth in the
best and easiest manner possible. Each reader will be
able to identify their birthright gift as well as the other
gifts available to tap into and expand one’s energy
thereby allowing this innate knowledge to grow and
develop. All of the necessary techniques and tools are
explained in detail in this book so that you can easily
make the transition from your current dimension into the
fifth dimension, allowing you to create a new future. You
are able to learn and make friends with each of your
bodies of consciousness and their respective inner child
and together you begin a journey of healing. You, as
parent of these inner children, learn how to set the stage
and the rules so that everyone is playing by the same
playbook. You learn that you may win as a team or you
may lose as a team, but you are all on the same team
working together to achieve that balance that allows you
to maintain your newly found center. By removing fears
one by one, each of us can transition from a place of fear
into a place of love, learning to live from the heart. As we
work towards this goal, we isolate and identify the
negative emotions that have been growing and harvesting
within. These negative emotions equate disease. This book
is your guide to help acknowledge these fears, recognize
and release them one by one creating a new you, a lighter
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you. We then experience a new energy, a more evolved
energy, a higher vibrating energy, as we invite the energy
of excellent health and balance into our bodies. It is here
that
"Sound is the energy of creation. Recent scientific
advances point to what mystics have known for thousands
of years: sound holds the key to the creation of the
universe—and it can create spiritual and material change
in our lives. Prayer is the sound and language of the soul.
When spoken out loud, it can unlock the dynamic energy
of the spirit. In The Creative Power of Sound:
Affirmations to Create, Heal and Transform, you will
learn how to experiment with sound patterns for selftransformation. You will explore seven principles for
applying prayers, mantras and affirmations to your
everyday life. And you will discover an effective way to
harness spiritual energy to create positive change for
yourself and the world around you. “Teaches us the many
ways we can enhance our everyday lives with the power of
prayers, mantras, chants and affirmations.... Shows us
how prayer creates change in our lives, why some doctors
use prayer to treat their patients, how Gregorian chants
energize the body, how visualization enhances spoken
prayer, and how breathing techniques generate power.
This pocket-size volume also includes many affirmations
and visualizations.” —Bodhi Tree Book Review"
Achieve Success and Prosperity through the Principles of
Yoga Although millions of Westerners practice yoga
simply for its health benefits, the philosophy and wisdom
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behind the multifaceted discipline have far more to offer.
In The Jewel of Abundance, award-winning author and
Kriya Yoga teacher Ellen Grace O’Brian reveals an
overlooked aspect of yoga: its powerful teachings on
prosperity. She draws upon the ancient Vedic tradition of
yoga philosophy and practice and shows how spirituality
and earthly success can complement each other, leading
to realization of the higher Self. O’Brian presents a clear
explanation of both the philosophy of yoga and the nuts
and bolts of practice, such as setting up a daily meditation
routine, incorporating mantras, discerning how to
cooperate with universal principles for complete wellbeing, and cultivating mindfulness in action. Along the
way, she illustrates her lessons with personal stories and
timeless sayings from great sages, both Eastern and
Western. With O’Brian’s insightful guidance, readers
will discover an inexhaustible source of abundance that is
available to them whenever they look within.
Practical Spirituality shows you how to use your spiritual
power in the quest for tangible results. James Arthur Ray
combines the potent ingredients of material goals and
mysticism, demonstrating how you need both to get the
most out of life. Practical Spirituality makes applying
ancient wisdom and the latest discoveries about how our
world works - in the realm of physics and beyond something you can do today. You get: Actionable, clear
principles to achieve tangible success without sacrificing
spirituality, and vice versa. You get straight talk to put
you on the true path of power, so you can avoid the
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mistakes most people make. And you'll learn several ways
to break out of the mass hypnosis of our time and become
completely free from cultural conditioning. This is a mustread and must-do for anyone who is truly committed to
becoming his or her own person in world where most
people just follow along. It's time to wake up with
Practical Spirituality!
The Lost Years of Jesus
Your Seven Energy Centers
Igniting Your Passion and Potential in Work, Home, and
Life
The Psychology of Ability and Plenty
A Holistic Approach to Physical, Emotional and Spiritual
Vitality
Forthcoming Books
The Abundance Book
Messages from Heaven
How to Work with Angels
Divine Abundance
Real Prosperity
Learning to Live from the Heart in this New World!
Abundance in the 21st Century
Spirit teachers explain the spiritual laws of money and offer advice
on listening to one's inner guidance and draw money into one's life
Mark Prophet was a man of tremendous spiritual mastery, yet
profoundly human. In Memories of Mark, we see both the magic
and the mystery of this visionary pioneer of modern religious
thought through the eyes of his friend and student, Annice Booth.
Is there light at the end of the tunnel? We've heard from the
prophets of doom and gloom--but prophecy is not set in stone.
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"“Marries
ancient
healing wisdom with practical spiritual insights
to help you create your own dynamic and uniquely personal healing
journey. Your 21st-century guide to integrating and healing body,
mind and soul.”—Ann Louise Gittleman, New York Times
bestselling author of more than 30 books on health and nutrition
There’s more to you than meets the eye. Your Seven Energy
Centers contains powerful insights and tools for wholeness based on
the science of the body’s subtle energy system. It draws from the
wisdom of the world’s spiritual traditions to show how you can
nurture your soul through seven stages of personal growth. Includes
an overview of holistic techniques that help restore the body’s
energetic balance—from homeopathy, vitamins and spa therapies to
meditation, affirmations and visualization."
In her latest book, author and intuitive consultant Lynn A.
Robinson lights the path to prosperity by showing her readers how
to access their true dreams and passions and how to tap into their
personal wells of abundance. Refreshingly down to earth and rich
with humor, compassion, and compelling tales of success, Real
Prosperity points its readers to financial and spiritual prosperity with
sage advice, true stories, inspirational quotes, and quick, practical
exercises that add a valuable "how to" factor not often found in this
genre. At a time when Americans are sinking into a quagmire of
debt and the deeper meaning of life seems to elude even the well off,
this wonderful new book offers relief and promises to help its
readers chart a course to a richer, more abundant life. This is not a
get-rich-quick or pray-your-way-to-wealth book. Nor is it a book
about financial planning and debt reduction. It is, instead, an
inspiring and uplifting guide that delivers hope, not hype; workable
lessons, not foolish philosophy. In other words, it's a book that can
work magic in your life. Read it and you'll agree.
The unseen author of this book tells us of life's true purpose and
urges us to make the most of our sojourn on earth. He warns us that
we are fast approaching a turning point, which could lead to an age
of enlightenment and peace or to a future none of us wants to see. If
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we act
now, we can
still turn things around...but we need help from
heaven.
"Angels are our guides, guardians and friends. The more you
understand how to work with angels, the more effectively they can
help you in every area of your life. This essential guide to your
angelic guides, guardians and friends shares ten practical steps to
make the angels a part of your life. Separate chapters cover each of
the seven archangels and describe the spiritual gifts, practical
assistance, and world service associated with each one. You will also
learn ways to connect with the angels personally and call them into
action when and where you need them the most. “Whether for
love, healing, protection, guidance or illumination, angels stand
ready to help you in many practical and personal ways. And as
Elizabeth Clare Prophet says, working with angels also puts us in
touch with our higher self.” —Bodhi Tree Book Review"
Kabbalah: Key to Your Inner Power
Creating Money
Memoirs of a Twentieth-century Mystic
Ancient Egyptian Codes to Open Your Door to Heaven
Working with the Masters
Keys to the Kingdom
Practical Spirituality
Wild Creative
From the Words of Angels and Ancient Book of Jika - On the
Drama of Initiation in the Atlantean Age and Our Hidden Genesis
Secrets of Prosperity
The Jewel of Abundance
Cosmic Keys: Channeled Inspirations to Open the Heart of One
Limitless Possibilities
"The soul has been likened by sages to a
pearl that has been cast into the sea of the
material universe. The goal of our life is to
go after that pearl and recover our true
identity. In The Story of Your Soul:
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Rediscovering
the Pearl of Your True
Identity, Elizabeth Clare Prophet tells the
story of your soul. It is a story of
awakening and overcoming, a story that
champions your profound worth and nobility.
Includes seven keys for your soul’s journey
with personal stories, affirmations,
meditations and visualizations."
This comprehensive encyclopedia brings
together flower essences gathered from all
corners of the globe, from Hawaii and the
Himalayas to America and the Australian Bush.
It explains what flower remedies are, how
they work and how to choose the right
remedies for your clients' needs. The
properties of 33 families of flower essences
and the benefits of over 2,000 remedies,
combinations, mists and creams are described.
An easy-to-use ailment chart pinpoints
remedies for a wide range of physical and
psychological conditions, from stress to
hormonal imbalance and from allergy to
depression. The author provides instructions
for prescribing, preparing and using flower
remedies alongside illustrative patient case
studies. This will be the definitive handbook
for practitioners, therapists and students of
complementary and alternative therapies
working with flower essences and will be
valuable reading for those wanting to learn
more about how they can use flower essences
in their practice.
"“Sensible step-by-step techniques—including
treasure mapping, principles of feng shui,
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meditations,
visualizations and
affirmations—show how to live a full and
prosperous life.” —Bodhi Tree Book Review
Abundance is more than money. It is love and
wisdom, talents and virtues, money and
material goods—whatever we need to fulfill
our life’s purpose. With simple wisdom and
spiritual realism, Creative Abundance takes a
look at the practical dimensions of
abundance. It explores new ways of overcoming
hidden blocks to prosperity, new ways of
evoking the visionary powers of your
imagination, and new ways of catching your
dreams and launching them into reality. "
Spiritual Wealth Management is an executive
success manifesto with a mystical twist.
After a lifetime of study and experience, the
author was inspired to distill the greatest
prosperity and wealth teachings into a brief,
readable treatise. It brings together ancient
wisdom from the Western and Asian traditions
and modern strategies which enhance a success
program of action and presents them in the
context of the science of wealth management.
"Tami Lynn Kent, author of Wild Feminine,
calls readers back to their creative center
to hep them access the natural, sustaining
energy of creativity that is inherently
theirs. At its root, creativity is the
practice of engagement, and the marriage of
feminine and masculine energy. And, in
seeking our inspiration and dreams, we
realign ourselves with an ancient limitless
presence and reawaken the wild creative
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Creative encourages readers to
embark on a journey to achieve the dreams too
many of us have cast aside. Kent provides
hands-on ways to align life with the creative
currents that flow through each of us by
showing readers how to identify and restore
their inner creative map. Readers will
discover that when we make creativity and
inspiration a priority, small and big
miracles unfold. In Wild Creative, Kent
details her own experience building a
framework for her creativity that served the
wellbeing of herself, her family, and her
business. She shows readers that by following
the creative source within each of us, we can
nourish and support a vibrant and successful
life"-"“A masterpiece. The rich tradition of the
Kabbalah comes to life in a language that is
accessible even to those unfamiliar with this
ancient and classic tradition.” —Caroline
Myss, Ph.D., New York Times bestselling
author of Anatomy of the Spirit Mystics are
adventurers of the spirit who dare to push
beyond the boundaries of orthodox tradition
to pursue a common goal—the direct experience
of God. Kabbalah: Key to Your Inner Power
explores the once-secret Jewish mystical
tradition known as Kabbalah. With intriguing
new perspectives, it shows how we can use
Kabbalah’s extraordinary revelations about
the creation of the universe, our
relationship to God and our purpose in life
to unlock our own spiritual power. It brings
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path of the Jewish mystics—their
joys and ecstasies, their sacred visions, and
their practical techniques for experiencing
the sacred in everyday life. Includes 36
illustrations, 19 charts and diagrams,
pronunciation guide."
"Create an intimate relationship with Spirit
“Highly inspirational and divinely readable.
The Art of Practical Spirituality is modern
medicine for the eternal soul.” —Dannion
Brinkley, New York Times bestselling author
of Saved by the Light This commonsense guide
offers practical steps for staying in tune
with Spirit midst the hustle and bustle of
everyday life, for listening to the still
small voice within, and for living in the
here and now. The keys to practical
spirituality explored here, gleaned from the
ancient wisdom of the world’s spiritual
traditions, also show how to discover your
soul’s core passion, create a sacred space,
and use every encounter and circumstance as
an opportunity to grow."
Saint Germain's Prophecy for the New
Millennium
From Communication to Meditation: Advice and
Exercises to Unlock Your Mystical Potential
How to Master Abundance and Prosperity...The
Ancient Spiritual Keys to Success.
The Story of Your Soul
How to Use Spiritual Power to Create Tangible
Results
Is Mother Nature Mad?
Finding Prosperity through the Ancient Wisdom
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of Practical
Yoga
The Abundance Bible & Prosperity Manifesto
Violet Flame to Heal Body, Mind & Soul
Amazing Insights on Life After Death, Life's
Purpose and Earth's Future
Affirmations to Create, Heal and Transform
The Creative Power of Sound
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